QUO VADIS?
COMPETITION BETEWEEN BOLTED
SCREWED CLAMP AND DRIVEN SELFTENSIONING CLIP RAIL FASTENINGS
By F.A. Wingler, updated July 2022

Voest Alpine, USA, self-tensioning Nortrak NT2060 Safelok Clip for Heavy Haul

CATEGORIES OF ELASIC RAIL FASTENINGS/FIXATIONS
Two principal categories of ELASTIC Rail FASTENINGS or RAIL FIXATION SYSTEMS
have established on the world market:
A. Bolted or screwed Clamp Systems, where the Clamping or Down-Hold Force is
generated by tensioning a Clamp through applying a torque on a quenching screw
bolt; so-called “Threaded Clam p System s”.
B. Self tensioning driven Clip Systems, where the described Clamping or Down-Hold
Force is generated by Deflection, when the Clip gets deflected through driving it in
a cast-in shoulder, housing or anchor insert; so-called “Non-Threaded Self-

tensioning Clip System s”.

See ANNEXURE 4
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Note: From times before 1960, when the International System of Units, IS, had been laid
down and published, which had superseded the elder Centimetre–Gram–Second System of
Units (CGS) and which differentiate between a FORCE (measured in Newton) and a
MASS/LOAD (measured in Kilogram), the traditional designation “TOE LOAD” is still in
use by some elder authors and in elder publications.
To the Group A belong the French RN and Nabla Fastening, the Japanese Shinkansen 120
Fastening (Kowa) and spring-steel-leaf fastening, the Pandrol SD fastening, and the
German evolution of the Epsilon shaped Tension Clamps from Vossloh developed at the
Technical University of Munich under Prof. Hermann Meier (HM Clamps; Germany),
produced by Vossloh, Schwihag (Germany Switzerland, USA), Voest Alpine (Austria),
Pandrol, Agico (China) and by some other Chinese Railfastener suppliers, and some steelspring leaf fastenings developed in the former UDSSR.

Nabla Fastening

RN Fastening

Schinkansen 102 Fastening

Japanese Spring-Steel
Leaf Fastening

Pandrol SD Fastening

HM Skl 14 Fastening

Schwihag SKl Fastening for USA

To the Group B belong the Brands of the Pandrol PR and “e” Series Clips, the Fast-Clips,
the Indian RDSO Pandrol modifications of the Mark I to 6 Series Clips and Logwell G Clips,
the Deenik Style long range Clips trading with a wider deflection range (developed in the
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1950-tees in Netherlands) under the Brands “SAFELOK ” , further developed my Ralph
McCay, (Austria) - now Pandrol, Voest Alpine and Progress Rail and the Ukraine KPP 5
Clip/Vossloh SB V 4 VK fastening.

Anti Clock-wise bended
Pandrol PR Clip

Clock-wise bended
Pandrol “e” Clip

RDSO MARK III ERC, LOGWELL G ERC,
anti Clock-wise bended clock-wise bended

NORTRAK Safelok Clip

Pandrol Fast-Clip FD 1408
with Liner

DEENIK CLIP

KKP 5 Clip/Vossloh SB 4 VK Fastening

The rails fixated by both Group, A and B can rest with the foot directly with an elastic
Polymer Pad on the sleeper support:

Vossloh System 300 direct Fastening with Elastomer-Pad between Support and
Rail Foot
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or indirectly on an intermediate CAST Iron Base plate with or without an elastic Polymer
Pad. The Base-Plate can be of a multi-tiered composition with loose or bonded
intermediate plates or bonded damping polymer-elastomers elements for noise and
vibration attenuation like the DELKOR A. base-plate:

DELKOR Base-Plate Fixation with bonded Elastomer-Intermediate;
see Chapter 4c and ANNEXURE 1
For Fixation of Group A and B the shoulders, housings, bolts and anchors can either be
cast in anchors/insert or dowel/screw-bolt systems.

Cast-in Anchor Insert Fixation,
Pandrol VIPA

Screw-Bolt/Dowel Fixation;
Vossloh 336

Both Group Systems A (Clamps) and B (Clips) have their merits and demerits. The
question is, which of the two systems will stay in future one step ahead on the
application fields of Mixed Traffic, Heavy Haul, Semi High-Speed, High Speed
and Urban Rail?
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FROM RIGID TO ELASTIC RAIL FASTENINGS ON WOODEN
SLEEPERS
The type of rail fastenings on the world railways is largely determined by tradition and
history. Common to all railways were the cross wooden sleeper with flat bottom rails
directly fixed with nails (dog-spikes or cut-spikes) or screw spikes without or with base
plates. It should be noted, that if screw spikes get over-turned, the thread in the timber
gets ruined and the screw spike loosened. In England and France indirect Fastenings with
Rail-Chairs with cotters are still popular on wooden sleepers, especially in England on tight
curves with check rails:

Direct Dog/Cut Spike Fastening

Direct Screw Spike Fastening; left: Formerly in India; right Spain, France

Base Plate for direct Screw Spike
Fastening, Spain

USA AREMA 14 canted Base-Plate for CutSpike Fastening; Graph by Dr. B. Lichtberger
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Indirect Cast Iron Rail Chair Fastening with Steel Wedge on Wooden Sleeper Track,
Great Britain; Source: Permanent Way Institute, London
The problem with the direct spike fastenings, with or without base-plates, is that the
spikes get loosened (lift/prize/pull up) during traffic and need frequent a hammering to
be kept in position, and that the rail foot or base plate cut into the sleeper resulting in its
faster degradation and loosening of the fixation. As the rail flexes downward under any
wheel load, it arches in a certain distance before and after the point of greatest upward
deflection. Even if the amount of this bulge is very small, there are still two blows per
wheel above, and this speeds up the loosening of nails or screws. To solve this problem,
the development followed different ways.
One of the ways led to the nails or screws through the replacement of elastic spikes. The
blows upwards are caught by the force of a spring, that is tightening more strongly.
Should a permanent indentation of the rail foot in the sleeper occur, only slightly decrease
of the downhold force of the elastic spike occurs:
British Railways have been using elastic spikes, so-called “T” spike, similar to dog spikes,
but with a curved head to have some inbuilt elasticity. Austrian Railway, ÖBB, introduced in
1930 an elastic double nail called “Macbeth”, that had been in use by ÖBB until 1955; see
dissertation of Dr. Florian Auer, Technical University Graz, Austria, June 2010:

Elastic Spike Railfastening in
England, Carlisle-Settle;
Pict. by F.A. Wingler

Elastic Double-Nail “Macbeth”, ÖBB since
1930
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In 1926 the German engineer Döhlert from the Technical University Dresden, introduced
in Germany the so-called “KPO” or “K” Fastening with a broader “Ribbed Base Plate”, a
canted bearing plate with two ribs to keep the rail in position with a swan`s tail opening,
harboring a hook bolt. A clamping plate (“K”, Klemm-Platte) is placed with the hook bolt,
which is connected with the shorter bracing piece against the rail foot and with the longer
one against the rib plate. For attaching a spring washer is used, and the connection is
closed by torque of a nut. Between rail foot and base-plate formerly polar wood leafs had
been in use, nowadays rubber mats are in use, that provide a marginal elasticity. Further
Elasticity had been added to the KPO fastening with the Hermann Meier Epsilon or W
shaped elastic Tension Clamp, SKl:

KPO rigid Rail Fastening on Wooden Sleepers, Germany Federal Railway, Pict. by
F.A. Wingler, 2021; Graph by Dr. B. Lichtberger

Ribbed Base Plate with elastic Tension
Clamp SKl 12 on Concrete Sleeper

Spring Washer Fe (Feder Ring)

Clamping Plate
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The KPO Fastening has become the standard fastening on wooden and even on concrete
sleepers throughout Central Europe, East Europe, Russia, Central Asia (former UDSSR
countries on wooden as well on concrete sleepers), China, Turkey, Egypt, Iran and is even
nowadays in use on wooden sleepers for Continuous Welded Rails (CWR) for track
allowing a speed of up to 160 kmph.
French Railway developed 1945 the elastic blade Fastening “RN” for wooden sleepers, that
also had been used on concrete sleeper and evolved later to the elastic “Nabla” and the
Japanese Shinkansen 102 Fastening:

Double Elastic direct RN Fastening on Wooden Sleeper in France; Source: Roger
Sonneville, “Tw enty Years Experience on flexible P erm anent W ay”, La Capitelle,
Uzes (Guard), France, 1967

French RN Clamp Fastening with Side Post Insulator for Concrete Sleepers
The North American Rail Roads in Canada, USA and Mexico went their own way. They
have enlarged the surface of the cut-spike Tie Plate and provided them with four holes for
the spikes. Some Railways inserted additional spring-steel blades similar to the French RN
Fastening:
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US AREMA 14 Tie-Plate Fastenings wit Cut-Spikes
In USA, especially in the Western States, thousands kilometres of Continuous Welded
Rails, CWR, so-called “Ribbons” are even laid nowadays on wooden sleepers with cut
spikes and AREMA 14 tie plates. Plenty of rail anchors prevent rail-creep:

Left: LWR on wooden Sleepers with AREMA 14 Base Plate and Cut Spike
Fastening at St. Pablo Bay, Oakland- San Sacramento, California, 23th May
2014;
Right: LWR on wooden Sleepers with AREMA 14 Base Plate and Cut Spike
Fastening near Denver, Colorado, June 2008; Pict. by F.A. Wingler
In 1954 the Dutch Rail Track Engineer Johan Frederik Deenik launched in Netherlands a
patent on an elatic clip for ribbed base plates - see further below - that had been become
popular on ralways in Latin America, especially for meter gauge tracks of mining
companies in Brazil:
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Trackwork under Corona Situation on Meter Gauge Rail Track of Vale Grande
Carajas Mines Railway with Deenik Clips on Wooden Sleepers and Ribbed Base
Plates, 2021

ELASTIC FASTENINGS ON STEEL, CONCRETE SLEEPERS AND
BALLAST-LESS TRACKS
1. The Need to provide Elasticity on Concrete Sleepers
In his Book, FUNDAM ENTALS OF TR ACK ENGI NEER I NG , of Dr. Arnold D. Kerr,
Simmons-Boardman Books, Inc., Omaha, USA, ISBN: 0-911382-40-2, 2003, in the
Chapter: R ESP ONSE OF TR ACK TO W HEEL LOAD , Dr. Kerr describes the need to
provide additional elasticity when wooden sleepers (ties) get replaced by concrete
sleepers.
The deflection profile of a rail under the load of a wheel reveal that a short distance away
from it the rail lifts off above its original position, causing upward forces on the fasteners.
With increasing track stiffness (increasing support modulus or k-value) the downward
deflection under the wheel-load decreases, but the upward deflection in the vicinity
increases. A consolidated wooden-sleeper ballasted track has a support modulus of about
20 N/mm², whereas a consolidated concrete sleeper ballasted track has a support
modulus of about 40 N/mm². When replacing wooden sleepers by concrete sleepers the
stiffness becomes about twice as large. This is one reason why for concrete sleeper tracks
a better bearing formation and deeper ballast bed is needed to resist the higher pressure,
otherwise ballast, formation and sub-grade failures may be created, where none existed
when wooden sleepers were used.
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Srilankan Railways had to learn this lesson, after they replaced to elastic dog spiked
wooden sleepers on its main line by concrete sleepers without any subgrade, formation
and ballast rehabilitation. The old sub-grade and formation got irreversible ruined.
On concrete sleepers more elasticity answering downward forces will be provided by
elastic rail pads and by elastic under sleeper pads, and more elasticity answering upward
forces by higher elasticity of the rail clamps or clips.
On its way to increase the axle-load to over 30 tones the Swedish Heavy Haul Ore LKAB
Malmbanan replaced wooden sleepers after a comprehensive sub-grade, formation and
ballast bed strengthening by concrete sleepers with elastic polyurethane under-sleeper
pads and elastic Pandrol fast-clip rail fixation:

Laying of new Concrete Sleepers with Getzner Under-Sleeper Pads and Pandrol
Fast-Clips on 30 t Axle-Load Heavy Haul LKAB Malmbanan Iron Ore Track,
Sweden

Map of Heavy Haul LKAB Malmbanan Iron Ore Line, Sweden-Norway
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Under-Sleeper Pads have now become common by the Austrian and German
Railways.
Concrete Sleepers were first used on the Alford and Sutton Steam Tramway, England,
in 1884. Their first use on a main line railway was by the Reading Company in America in
1896, as recorded by AREA Proceedings at the time. Designs were further developed, and
the railways of Austria and Italy used the first concrete sleepers around the turn of the
20th century. This was closely followed by other European railways. In Germany the first
trials started 1920, and the replacement of wooden and steel sleepers started from 1949
onward.
Major progress was not achieved until World War II, when the timbers used for sleepers
were scarce due to competition from other uses, such as mines. Following research carried
out on French and other European railways, the modern pre-stressed concrete sleeper was
developed. Heavier rail sections and long welded rails were also being installed, requiring
higher-quality sleepers. These conditions spurred the development of concrete sleepers in
France, Germany, Spain and Britain, where the technology was perfected. Before wooden
and trough steel sleepers had been dominant. Steel Sleepers live much longer than
wooden sleepers. They allow a more shallow ballast cushion beneath and need not
environmentally harmful creosote impregnation. Scrap can be recycled.

2. Rail Fastenings on Steel-Sleepers; Global
Unlike in India, wooden and steel-sleepers has remained a permanent fixation of
numerous railway companies around the world. Steel-sleepers as trough or as YThyssenKrupp sleepers experience nowadays a renaissance; see Jia Liu and Jean-Michel
Farine THE RENAISSANCE OF THE STEEL SLEEPER RAIL TRACK in EI, Der
Eisenbahn Ingeniuer, 4/21, p.26, et. Jean-Louis Monnier, Jaques Miauton 12/21, p. 23,
DVV Media Group, Hamburg, Germany.
The interaction of a steel sleeper with the ballast is fundamentally different than that of a
concrete sleeper. There is less friction, and the ballast is therefore less round up. In
addition, the amount of ballast required for steel sleepers is because of their low effective
overall height lower. An easily comprehensible graphic explains the relationships:

Ballast Stones Interaction inside a Trough Steel Sleeper
After the tamping, the cavity of the through is completely filled, creating a interlocking
ballast nest, which is wedged in the profile. This means that there is only little friction, and
the ballast stones are rounded more slowly. This ballast nest means that the contact area
between the stones is larger, and the axle load is transferred over a larger area than with
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the flat underside of a concrete sleeper. This protection of ballast will be of greater
relevance in the future, because tamping and ballast cleaning cycles can be extended.
Steel sleepers also work with lower gravel quality and tolerate poorer formation.
In Switzerland, the steel sleepers dominate the extensive meter-gauge network of about
1400 km overall length, as trough or as Y-sleepers. The Swiss Rail network has become
the pioneer for Y-steel sleepers, which retain the geometry in an excellent way especially
on tight curvatures with continuous welded rails (on meter gauge, up to a tightness of 50
m or even less). Due to their particular design, they are highly resistant to lateral sliding:

ThyssenKrupp Y Steel-Sleepers on 36 Degree Meter-Gauge Curve with Long
welded Rails; Ribbed Base Plate SKl Fastening; Suburban Commuter Railway in
Switzerland: Winterthur-Zürich-Brugg
On the 5200 km long Swiss standard gauge network about 1307 km track is still laid on
trough steel-sleepers. In Germany about 3000 km of the 38000 long network is with
trough-steel or Y-steel sleepers:

Renovation of Wittinghausen Tunnel in
Germany with Steel-Sleepers, 2021
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ThyssenKrupp Steel-Sleepers on
160 kmph Rail Track, CologneDüsseldorf, Germany

Steel sleepers tolerate a less deep ballast cushion, a more narrow ballast bed and even
poorer bearing formation. The height is less than with concrete sleepers, which can be an
advantage in tunnels.
In UK one can experience a comeback of trough steel-sleepers in East Anglia, in the
Midlands, Cumbria, Scotland, Wales and Cornwall:

Modern Trough Steel Sleeper Track in UK with elastic Pandrol Fast-Clips; Source,
British Steel
The 230 km long rail network of the Corsica Railway had been recently renewed with
trough steel-sleepers from British Steel.
Recently Pandrol Rahee has delivered 50 000 trough steel-sleepers to replace dog spiked
wooden sleepers on the grueling Sri Lankan Up-Country Line:

New Pandrol-Rahee Trough Steel-Sleepers on Sri Lankan Up-Country Line with
Fast-Clip FD 1408
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The classical Fastening on trough steel sleepers had been a rigid hook-bolt-nut fastening
on a canted sleeper:

Traditional Fastening

Modern ThyssenKrupp Steel-Sleeper
with welded canted Ribbed Base-Plate

With increased traffic load the holes for the classical bolt fastening in the sleepers got
wasted. This fixation system got replaced by ribbed base plate fastening with the canted
ribbed plate welded on the trough sleeper:

Standard Ribbed Base Plate SKL12 Fastening on German Railway SteelSleepers; Pict. by Thorsten Schäfer
Schwihag AG, Switzerland has developed the new STi 14 Bolt Fastening for Steel Sleepers.
The graph explains how the bolt is inserted in the Sleeper and locked by turning it at 90
Degree. The fastenings with a special SKl clamp, rubber plate and corrugated securing
washer are pre-mounted at the factory side:
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Schwihag STi 14 Fastening for Steel Sleeper
In England, Corsica and Sri Lanka the standard fastening for trough steel-sleepers is now
the Pandrol Fast Clip; see also Chapter 4 a, below:

British Steel Steel-Sleeper with preassembled
captive Fast-Clip with Insulator Cap; Pict. by
F. A. Wingler

Pandrol-Rahee FD 1408
Fast Clip with Insulator
Liner on Sri Lanka Railway

3. Rail Fastenings on Steel-Sleepers in India
Against the background of increasing deforestation, India was forced to look for a
substitute for wood for sleepers at an early stage from 1926 on. With a well functioning
Steel Industry in the background, India used Steel Trough Sleepers as well CST-9 Cast
Iron Pot Sleepers:

Indian canted Steel Trough Sleeper
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CST-9 Cast Iron Pot Sleeper with Tie Bar and Cotter
There had been the following conventional fastening systems for those sleepers:
1. Spring Steel loose-Jaws and two-Way Keys: To hold the jaws, the canted steel
sleepers are provided with round holes. The jaws are positioned in the holes to provide
necessary vertical and lateral support to the rail-foot with the help of the two-way
keys:

Indian Spring Steel loose-Jaw and two-Way Key Fastening for Steel-Sleepers

Two-Way Key
2. On the heavy-Haul Koraput-Kirandul-Line the rails had been fastened on steel-sleepers
with a rigid T-Head Bolt and Nut System using steel clips, so-called “A/B/C/D-Clips”.
On the rehabilitated NG Matheran Hill Railway the rails are fixed to the steel-sleepers
with a similar rigid bolt/clip/nut system:
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Rigid Rail Fixation on Trough Steel-Sleepers of Koraput-Kirandul, KK, Heavy
Haul Line: Pict. left by courtesy of S. Raho; right by F.A. Wingler

Rigid Bolt/Clip/Nut Rail
Fixation on Heritage
Matheran NG Railway;
Pict. by F.A Wingler

Two-Way Key loose Jaw Fixation on Trough SteelSteel Sleeper of Kalka-Shimla NG Railway

In the last decades the steel-sleepers of the KK line had been replaced by concrete
sleepers. Steel-sleepers one can find nowadays only on branch lines and yards of the KK
line:

Hindustan Aeronautic Ltd. Branch Line of Koraput-Kirandul, KK, Line, with
Trough Steel-Sleepers and rigid Bolt/Hook Fastening
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3. Modified Loose-Jaws for elastic Mark III ERC Rail Fixation: Modified loose-jaws
are made from silicon-manganese spring steel either rolled or forged to the desired
shape. They take their position in the steel sleeper holes meant for ordinary loosejaws, and they hold the Mark III ERC in position, which in turn exert the desired
clamping force on the rail-foot. MLJ’s made of rolled sections have been found to be
weak in fatigue strength. They open out in service affecting the clamping force of the
clip:

Modified Loose-Jaws for elastic Mark III ERC Rail Fixation:
In view of the relative high cost and their ineffective performance on the present day
welded tracks, the steel and cast iron pot sleepers got phased out in the last decades on
the Indian broad gauge tracks. However, on the 2 ½ f narrow gauge railway lines KalkaOoty and Joginder Nagar-Pathankot as well on the heritage Matheran hill railway, steel
sleepers are still the favourite sleepers. They are sturdy and long-lasting in the humid
environment. They tolerate a shallower ballast-cushion compared with concrete sleepers.

4. Elastic Rail Fastenings on Concrete Sleepers and Non-Ballasted
Tracks
a. Global: The “Pandrol Story”; the Evolution of Self-Tensioning
Elastic Rail Clips
In 1957 Per Pande-Rolfsen, an employee of the Norwegian State Railway, NSB, and the
man from whom the Pandrol clip draws its name, designed an ingenious self- tensioning
elastic Rail Clip with a spatial anti clock-wise bend of an elastic steel rod:

Per Pande-Rolfsen
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He had offered his employer NSB the clip, but NSB had shown no interest, not least
because the company’s chief permanent way engineer had also designed a new rail clip.
The Elastic Spike Company, London, on the look-out for the next great rail-securing
products, took Pande-Rolfson’s clip to British Rail. In 1958 this self-tensioning clip had
been christened as “Pandrol Clip” taking two syllables from the name of the creator. The
research department of the British Elastik Spike Company, ERS, undertook further testing
and development. In June 1959 it went into production:

Pandrol PR Clips in Coledale, New South Wales, NSW, Australia., replacing Dog
Spike Fastenings on Wooden Sleepers. Photo by Wikipedia: User: Samwilson (own
work) [CC BY-SA 2.5], via Wikimedia Commons
In 1965 the Pandrol Clip became British Railway`s standard rail clip just at a time when
British Railway was beginning to focus on the development of its Inter-City product frequent 200 kmph express passenger trains. It was the right product at the right time,
something that would stand up to the stresses of faster trains on the British rail network.
In 1976 the anti clock-wise bended PR Clip had been reshaped as a clock-wise bended
self-tensioning Clip with a higher Clamping Force under the brand of “e” Series Clips:

Clock-wise bended Pandrol “e” Series Clip, Concrete Sleeper Application in
Australia
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Pandrol “e” Clip Assembly
In 1977 the Elastic Spike Company was re-named “P androl Ltd.” In 1980 “P androl
I nternational” was formed.
After that, the Pandrol rail clip was unleashed upon the world. It swiftly became a bestseller, and one can now see Pandrol clips practically everywhere around the globe,
especially in England, Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Sweden, USA, Canada, South
Africa, Australia, Rumania, South Korea, Indonesia, Sri Lanka and finally in India with its
modification of the Pandrol PR Clip by RDSO with the MARK-Series (see further below,
Chapter 4 d.). Though P androl Track System s has become part of the French
Delachaux Group , its head office remains in the UK, in Addlestone, Surrey. In 2004 the
Indian joint venture P androl R ahee Technologies, Hyderabad, was founded.
A shortcoming of the Pandrol Type Clips is, that there is no arrangement preventing the
clips to dislodge or to get loose by vibration, corrosion or fatigue. The clip is hold in
position only by friction of the centre leg in the housing and the heel and the toe on their
support:

Dislodging of PR ERC
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This shortcoming has been overcome by the Pandrol Evolution of the Fast-Clips. The
Fast-Clip in locked position gets arrested by tensioning of the middle-part, the heel. It has
a far higher pull-out resistance than the conventional Pandrol-Style Clips.
In 1992 the Fast Clip design had been introduced with a first trial in Norway. In 1995 the
Fast Clip went for sale on the international market. The Fast Clip had been provided in
1996 for the Heathrow Airport Express and for the South Korean Seoul-Busan High Speed
project. The self-tensioning Clip is pushed in a right angle into a housing to the rail.

Pandrol Fast Clip

Pandrol Rahee Technology Fast-Clip; Pict. by
F.A. Wingler

Worldwide the self-tensioning Pandrol-Brand Fast-Clips are increasingly superseding the
self-tensioning Pandrol type ERCs. The Fast-Clip falls in the category of indirect
fastenings. This Fast-Clip takes a trumped around the globe especially in England,
Germany, France, Poland, Sweden, Estonia, Georgia, Lithuania, Russia, Serbia, Hungary,
Corsica, Sri Lanka, Cambodia, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, Australia, China and USA.
In England, wherever new sleepers get installed, the rails will be fastened by Fast-Clips.
Even in Germany, the motherland of direct Vossloh/Schwihag Screw/Tension-Clamp SKL
Fastenings, the Fast-Clips are nowadays installed on tracks with tight curvatures, where in
4-5 years interval due to high wear the high outer curve-rails have to be re-railed by
robotic heavy-duty on-track machinery (River Rhine Valley Lines):

Mechanized/robotic Track Sleeper Laying with pre-assembled Fast-Clips, RailThreading and Clip-Locking in China
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The Pandrol e-Clip has been installed in over 50 countries across hundreds of
applications, covering virtually every possible known rail section.
Pandrol’s original design e-Clip systems are manufactured to one global standard and are
produced worldwide at Pandrol’s various manufacturing facilities. Despite e-Clip being
superseded by the pre-assembled Pandrol Fast-Clip systems, these fastenings are still
popular in many countries. Today’s Pandrol e-Clips are an evolution of time-tested
technologies, which have safely carried the world’s rail passengers and freight for
decades.
Advantages:
• A safe and reliable system from the original e-Clip designer.
• Due to its self-tensioning design, there is no need to check the torque.
• An extensive range of designs for every application, environment and market
segment.
• Once clipped on, it is auto-protected against dislodging.
The Fast-Clip sleepers are delivered on site with an insulator cup with all components held
captive, and the clips with the toe-insulator are at parked position. Once the sleepers are
placed and the rail has been threaded, the Fast-Clip is simply pushed from the parked to
the installed position. This can be done by mechanized/robotic procedures or by simple
hand-lever tools or small track machinery: The correct clamping force in the range up to
17 kN is achieved automatically when pushing the clip in parking position.

Fast-Clip Fixation Hand-Tool

Pandrol Rosenqvist Clip Driver

The Fast-Clip is virtually maintenance free and a true “fit and forget” rail-fastening. Even
under harsh conditions the clip does not dislodge. No key-man is needed to push in
regular intervals clips back, as it is needed for conventional parallel to the rail installed
elastic rail clips, which can get loosened by rail-creep and vibration.
For the Mumbai-Ahmedabad High-Speed Line the Fast-Clip has been taken into
consideration in combination with the Japanese Shinkansen ballast-less slab track. A
demonstration track had been recently installed at Vadodara:
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Demonstration of Ballast-less
Shinkansen Slab Track at Vadodara
for Indian High-Speed Project with
Base-Plate Fast-Clip Fastening

Adjustable Double resilient Base-Plate
for Vipa Fast-Clip on
precast/preassembled HS Slab-Panels

Components of adjustable Vipa FAST-Clip Fastening for High Speed NonBallasted (NBT) Track
The adjustable Vipa base-plate can be fitted on precast concrete slab panels by robots:
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Pandrol Vipa DFC indirect BasePlate Fastening with Fast-Clip

Adjustable Pandrol Fast-Clip
Assembly for Rheda 2000 NBT

Pandrol Fast-Clip on Rheda 2000 NBT BiBlock Sleeper for Bowshank Tunnel

Assembly of Rheda 2000 NBT with
Pandrol Fast-Clip, Bowshank Tunnel
Tweedbank Route, Scotland, UK

The ballast-less track of the Barcelona Metro Line 5 has been recently refitted with Blocks,
system Pandrol, with Fast-Clips:

Railtech, France, had taken over STEDEF, France, and Sufetera, Spain, including its
booted ballast-less system. The fastening brand of the group (Railtech and Pandrol)
now stands under the name Pandrol. Booted systems had been installed in the new
Swiss tunnels of Gotthard-, Lötschberg-, Mt. Ceneri and Bözberg:
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New Pandrol booted Non-Ballasted STD Block System with SKl Fastening

Concreting of Non-Ballasted Track System STEDEF in Bözberg Tunnel
For noise and vibration attenuation Pandrol has developed the VANGUARD system with
rubber wedges bracket support:

Noise and Vibration mitigating Pandrol Vanguard Rail Fastening System
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Vanguard is a unique rail fastening system with very low vertical dynamic stiffness that
leads to high levels of vibration isolation at a lower cost.
The significant reduction of vibration and secondary noise makes it ideal for applications in
areas that are most sensitive to these environmental concerns. Pandrol Vanguard
assemblies are suitable for application on slab track, concrete sleepers and timber
sleepers, and can be used on bridges, viaducts and in tunnels. It delivers exceptional
vibration attenuation at a much lower cost than floating slab track and does not
compromise on rail roll.
Vanguard had been installed in Norway in the Ulriken tunnel on the Rheda 2000 NonBallasted Track leading under a hospital:

Assembly of Rheda 2000 NBT with Pandrol Vanguard Fastening, Ulriken Tunnel,
Norway
The Pandrol Safe Driven (SD) Fastening is a pre-assembled, economical yet high
performance screwed fastening solution for all categories of track:

Pandrol SD Fastening
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The fastening system is designed with controlled clamp guidance from the parked to the
in-service position. The SD System is developed for pre-assembly in the concrete sleeper,
and can additionally deliver high rates of installation by mechanical methods.
Captive Fastening: SD sleepers are usually supplied to the track construction site as
captive, fully pre-assembled units. All components in the assembly also remain captive
during construction and maintenance activities.
‘Switch on / switch off’ Function: The SD clamp can be moved simply and quickly
from the ‘parked’ position (in which it is held securely without intruding into the rail seat)
into the ‘service’ position. With the screw loosened, the clamp is simply pushed from one
position to the other to either clamp the rail or release it.
Clamping Force: The high elasticity of the SD clamp ensures the correct clamping force.
Consequently, a consistent longitudinal restraint is achieved automatically when screws
are tightened until full contact is made.
Gauge Adjustment: Accurate lateral rail adjustment is achieved by changing the guide
plate insulators for different sizes in required increments.
Track-Structure Interaction: SD clips are available in low clamping Force and a zero
longitudinal restraint (ZLR) configuration, typically for use on bridges and viaducts when
track-structure interaction effects need to be dealt with in the rail fastening assembly.
SKL Conversion: SD can be installed in an SKL-shaped rail seat, providing a simple
retrofit upgrade.

Source: P androl 75 th Anniversary Supplem ent by kerri m urray; https://issuu.com ›
docs › pandrol ; nand F.A. Wingler Advanced Rail Fastenings in India, published on
February 18, 2021 on http:/www.drwingler.com
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See also on http://www.drwingler.com: Characterisation of self-tensioning elastic
R ail Clips, ER C, of P ANDR OL Type by F.A. Wingler, published on: February 9, 2021;
Advanced R ail Fastenings in I ndia by Dr. F. A. Wingler, published on: February 18,
2021; and ibid. F.A. Wingler R ibbed Base-P late R ail Fastenings in P ictures, M arch
2001, published on: April 14, 2021; and F.A. Wingler ibid:

b. Global: The Hermann Meier, HM, – Vossloh Epsilon/W shaped
Tension Clamp SKl Fastenings
The HM tension clamp of an Epsilon/W shape was developed for concrete sleepers in the
early 1960s at the Technical University of Munich, Germany, under Professor Hermann
Meier. The German Manufacturer for Rail Fastenings, Vossloh, received in 1967 the
manufacture license, and production began in the same year. This type of rail fastening is
now a worldwide reference for all applications in rail fastenings.
It is a direct fastening system, which combines the functions of two components - a kind
of spring clamp manufactured from a steel-rod and the so-called clamping plate or angled
guide plate manufactured from glass fibre reinforced polymer as a support piece for the
clamp on the concrete sleeper. The two spring-arms develop a clamping force to hold
down the rail by a deflection of the middle part through the loading-force of a torqued
screw bolt-dowel combination anchored directly in the thread of the concrete sleeper:

Vossloh SKl 14 “Spann-Klemme” Tension Preassembled captive Components in
Clamp; Pict. by F.A. Wingler
parking Position on grooved Concrete
Sleeper
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Vossloh offers a wide range of screw bolt/nut tension clamp fastenings for all kind of
applications for Tramways, Light Rail Transits, for Conventional Rail Traffic, Mixed Rail
Traffic, High Speed and Heavy Haul, for Ballasted as well for Ballast-less Tracks with a
wide combination of different Tension Clamps of the Series SKl 1 to 30, Angled Guide
Plates, Rail Pads of different Stiffness, Intermediate Plates, Adjusting Plates. Other quality
rail fastening suppliers are Schwihag, Switzerland/Germany/USA; Voest Alpine, Austria,
Pandrol and Agico, China.

Assembly Scheme of Vossloh W 21 SKl Rail Fastening for conventional and
High-Speed Applications;
Source: Vossloh, modified by F.A. Wingler

Shims for Vossloh 300-1-NL Rectification Kit; see Annexure 3
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Vossloh 300-1-NL for USBRL Tunnel 80 Rectification, India;
see ANNEXURE 3

Vossloh Rail Pads and Intermediate Plates
The Vossloh W 30 HH is a resistant solution for concrete sleepers on ballasted tracks for
Heavy Haul.
In the so-called W-track, sleeper shoulders provide stability for track and fastening system
and allow the transfer of forces generated by traffic. The ballast bed is flexible and
transfers these loads homogeneously into the substructure. Furthermore, it absorbs noise
and vibration caused by rolling stock. The W 30 HH system forms a complete optimum
railway track for Heavy Haul traffic. The Clamping Force of the SKl 30 is 12.5 kN.
The fastening can be pre-assembled on sleepers in the factory and transported as a
complete unit. Once on site, the SKL clips simply need to be loosened and moved from
parked position to working position after the rail has been threaded, then fully torqued up.
Changing the size of the angled guide plates enables the rail to be moved laterally in the
rail seat to achieve a wider or narrower gauge as required.
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Source: Vossloh, modified by F.A. Wingler

Source: Vossloh, modified by F.A. Wingler
The needed elasticity on Non-Ballasted Tracks must be provided by the rail-fastening
system. To distribute the forces on an elastic intermediate plate of an elasticity of 22,5
kN/mm (static) and 27 kN/mm (dynamic at 11 Hz) is laid in between. Prof. Eisenmann
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from TU Munich had proposed a 16 mm thick intermediate steel-plate, that with the 300
mm long side is arranged transversely to the rail:

Vossloh 300 System with intermediate Steel Plate for Non-Ballasted Track;
Source Vossloh, modified by F.A. Wingler
Based on the 300 system Vossloh has developed a highly elastic rail fastening system DFF
304 with the SKl 21 tension clamp:

Vossloh DFF 304 Fastening for Non-Ballasted Tracks (NBT)/Slab Tracks
For the single support point on slab track system DFF 304, a highly elastic elastomerintermediate plate made of CELLENTIC (microcellular EPDM rubber) is used in order to
achieve that result. In case of single support points, the system’s base plates take over
the function of concrete sleepers and their shoulders: They keep the rail in the track and
transfer dynamic forces in the substructure. An intermediate steel plate provides for load
distribution from the rail foot to the elastic intermediate plate and offers additional tilting
protection through its large surface.
DFF 304 is not only applicable for classical top-down and bottom-up installation, but also
for various other methods – for example automated tracklaying solutions or fixation of the
system on precast plinths by using high-strength mortar. This system is used for the new
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Non-Ballast Track innovation IVES (Intelligent, Versatile, Efficient and Solid), developed
by German Federal Railway together with the Rhomberg Sersa Rail Group, and for the
rehabilitation of elder Non-Ballasted Tracks (NB) with booted blocks like of the type
STEDEF/LVT/R. Sonneville; see Annexure 4. In Annexure 4 you will find also a
description of the methdology of Pandrol for a refit with the elastic Vipa/Fastclip Fastening
of booted LVT/STEDEF/Sonneville tracks..

NBT Slab Track System IVES
IVES is a combined bottom-up and top-down system. Precast concrete slabs are laid on a
planum asphalt base layer) with high accuracy, which have grooves/dowels (bottom-up
procedure), in which the aligned rail system together with the fastener are inserted and
fixed by grounting with a special mortar (top-down procedure) (see Norman Krumnow
et.al. in EI, Der Eisenbahn Ingenieur, November 2011/11/21, page 28:

IVES precast Slab with Dowels
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For the international, growing market of high speed switches and crossings, Vossloh has
developed the 300 W indirect fastening on the basis of the approved 300 fastening
system. Built of modules, it can be adapted excel-lently to different requirements. This
Fastening will be applied on the new Indian Rapid Regional Transit between Delhi and
Meerut Further reference projects for their application can be found in China, in the
Channel Tunnel and in Germany (German Unity Transport Project).

Vossloh indirect 300 W Fastening
The system 300 W, developed on the basis of the proven system, is currently being used in
high speed tracks all over the world. Having a modular design, it can be adapted excellently to
different requirements.

The W-shape of the Skl 15
provides safety

rail pad

Angled guide plates
keep the rail in the track

A steel plate ensures
optimum load distribution
(optionally with inclination)

Double coiled
spring washer

Highly-elastic intermediate
plate for low vibration

Support bracket

intermediate plate

Groove shim

Securely clamped with
screw-dowel combinations
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China Railway, CR, is using besides the Vossloh 300 system for HS, modifications like the
direct Fastener WJ-8:

The indirect Chinese Ribbed Base-Plate Fastener WJ-7:

Graph of the Chinese Ribbed Base-Plate Fastener WJ-7
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Advanced direct Vossloh SKl 15 HF Fastening for Rheda 2000 NonBallasted Track (NBT)
The first 637 m long experimental Non-Ballasted Track in Germany had been laid 1972 at
the Railways Station Rheda Wiedenbrück consisting of a 20 cm thick hydraulic bonded
support layer with a 14 cm thick steel enforced concrete planum on which concrete block
sleepers had been laid. The sleepers had been exactly aligned and fixed with a concrete
pour. The Non-Ballasted Track has a monolithic structure. For rail fastening an elastic two
base-plate SKl system called Loarv 180 came in use. The rail rest on a ribbed base-plate
with a hook-bolt SKl 12 clamp, latter is fixed by a second base-plate with a SKl clamp. This
track is now over 47 years continuously in use.

Rheda Non-Ballasted Track (NBT) from 1972 with elastic double Base-Plate Rail
Fastening
I shining sample for the monolithic non-ballasted track, type Rheda 2000, has become the
High-Speed section Siegburg-Frankfurt Airport with direct screw bolt SKl 15 fastening:

Siegburg-Frankfurt Airport Rheda 2000
High-Speed Track under Construction;
Pict. by F.A. Wingler
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In response to reported failure modes with direct SKl 15 fastening on Non-Ballasted Tracks
(see page: 43) Vossloh has developed a fastening with a modified spatial bend and angle
plate and insulator, which is under trial in Turkey in the 425 m Tunnel Catalcaand Tunnel
and as well in Czech Republic and in Germany on the monolithic Rheda HS-track near
Camberg. With this, Vossloh has developed a completely new tension clamp design for its
300 rail fastening system for Non-Ballasted Tracks. With the help of a new calculation
option that combines the finite element model with the multi-body simulation, this
innovative fastening solution was approved within a year. The new SKL 15 HF tension
clamp has a significantly higher natural frequency, which means that it has an increased
vertical fatigue limit

Spatial Bend of Vossloh SKl 15 HF Tension Clamp; see also Page 45
It has a higher resonance frequency. The new SKL 15 HF tension clamp has a significantly
higher natural frequency. The SKL 15 HF meets all the requirements of the technical
regulations (China, EU, etc.) and is available with the corresponding IS 15 HF isolator, if
required; see: N. Wiethoff and W. Bösterling, W EGW EI SENDE ENTW I CK LUNGEN FÜR
DI E FESTE FAHR BAHN in Eisenbahn Technische Rundschau, July-August 2021,
Eurailpress, Hamburg, Germany, p. 46:

New Vossloh SKL 15 HF Clamp and
Angle Plate/Insulator IS 15 HF

SKL 15 HF Clamp; Pict. by F. Wingler

BONDED TWO PLATE SYSTEMS

a. DELKOR Base-Plate Fastening
J.S. Mundrey, reports in his article Rail Link to Kashmir Valley, in the PWI Journal,
London, January 2021, Vol. 139, page 18, about the Delkor Base-Plate System:
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DELKOR Alt. 1 Base-Plate with Tunnel-Housing for Pandrol Style Clips

DELKOR RF 193 Base-Plate with Ribs for T-Bolt/SKl Clamps
This system, developed in Germany in the late 1970s (see ANNEXURE 1) and
manufactured by Delkor, Australia, is made up of a spheroidal Graphite Cast Iron (SGI)
top plate and outer base frame, that are vulcanised (bonded) together by a natural rubber
element. The underside of this rubber is specially profiled and designed to allow
movement of the top plate, which holds the rail while ensuring a high degree of rail
stability. The top plate can be made compatible with a range of rail fastenings including
Pandrol-Clip types and Vossloh Tension Clamp SKl type; see picture above. A key feature
of the base-plate is the outer frame, which encompasses the top plate making the unit fail
safe. The bonded rubber element provides resilience in all six degrees of movement,
which results in low vibration and thus reduced transmission of structure borne noise. This
feature also reduces the dynamic stress on the anchoring elements (as the screw spikes or
threaded rods secure only the outer frame which is isolated from the top plate by the
rubber element, and virtually eliminates fatigue elements in those components.
The profiled rubber element on the bottom side of the base-plate is only exposed to
compression loads with its spring characteristics becoming stiffer as the load increases.
This avoids excessive deflection in the event of overloading of the track fastener. The
rubber element of the base-plate is not subjected to any preload (unlike “sandwich” type
designs), which ensures resistance to aging and provides good dynamic performance and
a maintenance free service life.
Other features of this base-plate system for ballast-less tracks are:
•
•
•

Static and dynamic stiffness - (C-stat): 16 - 35 kN/mm, C-dyn/ C-stat: < 1.4,
dual stiffness capability - vertical deflection up to 3.5 mm,
proven fatigue life - tested in accordance with EN 13146, EN 1348 and other
international standards,
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•
•
•
•

simple installation either by “top-down” or “bottom-up” construction,
lateral adjustment up to +/- 15 mm,
vertical adjustment up to + 25 mm by packer,
electrical insulation: > 1 MΩ.

In the context of the Kashmir rail link advantages of the system are:
•
•
•

It does not require heavy machinery for its laying, a distinct advantage on the
rugged mountainous terrain,
in case of damage, repair work is facilitated,
the architecture of the assembly is simple, providing scope to alter the compressive
stress by changing the plate dimensions, and to engineer the elastic response of
the assembly.

See: J.S. Mundrey in Permanent Way Institution, London, Journal, January 2021, Vol. 139,
Part 1, page 18).

b. PANDROL Bonded DFF, ADH Fastening
Pandrol has developed as similiar factory bonded two plate(top- and bottom plate,
bonded together with a vulcanised Rubber.
The PANDROL ADH (bonded DFF) system provides solutions for two kinds of track.
The standard model is designed for running track, and customised models are
designed for switching zones.
Deployment of the ADH (BONDED DFF) system significantly reduces vibration from
passing trains and mitigates development of many types of corrugation.
Components:
1. Vulcanised DFF baseplate
2. Elastic fasteners
(Pandrol e-CLIP shown)
3. High resistance anchoring
systems
4. Adjustable washers for lateral
adjustment
5. Rail pad. Requirement dependent on
configuration (under rail - not shown)
6. Adjustment shims
(under rail - not shown)
PANDROL bonded ADH/DFF System
Features of Assembly
Vertical and lateral Stiffness:
The ADH (BONDED DFF) system provides both vertical and lateral stiffness, via two
independent cast baseplates that are bonded with vulcanised rubber.
Vibration Alternation:
Excellent vibration isolation is provided via a range of stiffnesses down to 10.5 kN/mm.
Standard stiffness is typically 20 kN/mm.
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Electrical Insulation:
The system’s unique bonding process achieves very high levels of electrical resistance.
This provides long electrical leakage paths. EN standards test results show electrical
insulation performance several times higher than the minimum required.
Lateral Force Transfer: Lateral forces are transferred from the rail through the
baseplate and into the rubber. Forces transferred into the anchor bolts are minimised. Risk
of bolt failure is reduced.
Singel Unit Construction: The ADH (BONDED DFF) baseplate comprises a single unit.
It can be installed by top-down method or installed on pre-cast blocks, sleepers or slabs.
Vertical adjustment of 30 mm and lateral adjustment +/-12 mm are typically provided.
Many Applications The ADH (BONDED DFF) system can be provided in a variety of
lengths to suit turnout applications. The system is also suitable for steel
bridges and ballasted tracks.

c. ROGRESS RAIL ADFF-55 Fastening
An alternative to the mono-plate PANDROL VIPA DRS, which one can find worldwide on
metros like Bangkok, Chennai, Delhi, Dubai, Hongkong, Istanbul, Kalkutta, Kuala Lumpur,
Sao Paulo, Seoul und Singapur, and to the DELKOR ans PANDROL ADH double plate
fastenings, is the PROGRESS RAIL, USA, ADFF-55 high resilient fastener, that provides
improved ride quality as well as superior noise and vibration isolation performance to
neighboring buildings.

PROGRESS RAIL ADFF-55 Base-Plate

Elastic Rail Fastenings in India
The self-tensioning elastic rail clips used on Indian Railways have their origin in the British
anti-clockwise bended Pandrol PR clip. Following the Pandrol clip’s configuration, RDSO
of Indian Railways have carried out in the 1970-ties certain changes in the spring steel rod
diameter and the spatial curve in arriving at various types of elastic anti clock-wise bended
rail clips for use on broad gauge and meter gauge.
The following graph gives the broad dimensions of RDSO/T-3701 ERC Mk-III flat toe and
heel clip, which is presently the standard clip on concrete sleepers of Indian Railways:
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Assembly and Dimensions of MARK-III ERC
Once fixed in position, the clip is expected to maintain its desired clamping force without
any subsequent attention. It is installed parallel to the rail from right to left and can be
driven and removed with an ordinary hammer or with a special hand-lever tool.
When driven, the centre leg of the clip is housed in a tunnel, and the clip deflects from its
original shape to exert the clamping force on the rail-foot. The clip is kept in position by the
friction developed by the centre leg in the housing/tunnel, by the toe on the shoulder of the
insert and the heel on the liner. There is no other arrangement locking the clip in its
position against dislodging by vibration and rail creep; see also J.S. Mundrey, RAILWAY
TRACK ENGINEERING, fifth edition, McGraw Hill Education, Chennai, 2017, Chapter 5,
ISBN (13): 978-93-5260-648-1, ISBN (10): 93-5260-648-5.

Assembling of RDSO MARK III Clip by
pushing the Centre Leg in the Housing
of the Shoulder Insert
from right to left; Pict. by F.A. Wingler

Pandrol Clip Applicator
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The ERC Mark III clip develops a clamping force of 8 to 10 kN, providing a creep
resistance of about 10 kN per rail seat. It has a flat heel and a flat toe to distribute the load
on the wider area of the insulating liner and on the shoulder, helpful in obtaining longer life
from the nylon-liner, which is a comparatively weaker element of the fastening assembly:

MARK III ERC Clip
To obtain a higher clamping force with the existing concrete sleeper fastening assembly,
RDSO has evolved a new design of ERC clip named Mark-V. It is manufactured from a
spring steel rod of 23 mm diameter, which is machined to 20.64 mm diameter, for housing
within the existing design of cast iron inserts. With a clamping force of about 12.5 kN, it
provides an increased creep resistance, needed for heavy haul operation.
The rail fastenings with MARK III ERC on INR concrete sleeper tracks need frequent
attendance. By vibration and corrosion the clip can get loose. A patrolling key man is in
intervals needed to push manually with a special hammer loose ERCs back into the
housing or to replace lost or vandalized ERCs. If clips fall off, the liners often mix with the
ballast and get lost:

Attending loose and missing MARK III ERCs by patrolling Key Man
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Patrolling Key-Man at
Risk
while
attending
MARK III ERCs

Sri Lanka Railways replaces lost or fallen-off Mark III Clips installed by IRCON on Indian
concrete sleepers by the more sturdy clock-wise bended Pandrol “e” Type clip
manufactured in China:

Replacing lost Indian Mark
III Clips by China
manufactured Pandrol “e”
Type ERC on Sri Lanka
Railways

S. Gopalakrishnan in his Paper, presented on the IPWE Seminar, held 12th, 13th January
2017 at Mumbai, No 7, Session I on Track Strength and Track Geometry

Design Requirements if heavy Freight Traffic has to coexist with Semi HighSpeed Passenger Traffic , Paragraph 3.9.2. reveals: “The Indian Mark III ERCs due to

various reasons do not sustain designated toe load (clamping force), and it is high time
to turn towards modern Fasteners”...” It can be stated, if someone develops a new
fastener and if it passes through the tests successfully as prescribed in EN-13481
specification, the fastener is ready to be used on track”. The Pandrol Fast Clip is indeed
in compliance with the European Norm EN 13481. PANDROL FAST-CLIP FE 1400
series fastenings are compliant with the requirements of EN 13481-2:2012 and the High
Speed Interoperability Directive (TSI). PANDROL FAST- CLIP FE 1500 series fastenings
are compliant with the requirements of EN 13481-8:2012 – Fastening systems for track
with heavy axle-loads. Some configurations of Pandrol Fast-Clip FE 1400 and FE 1500
series fastenings are compliant with the requirements of AREMA Manual Chapter 30, Part 4.
For the Indian ballast-less Metro-Rail tracks other fastenings than that of the RDSO Indian
Railways had been introduced:
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The Vossloh type 336 ribbed base-plate indirect clamp fastening with T-head/K-bolts
and SKl 12 tension clamps are installed on following operational metro lines:
DELHI (BG and SG), JAIPUR, NOOIDA, GURGAON, KOCHI, KOLKATA (new), BANGALORE,
LUCKNOW, HYDERABAD and AHMEDABAD:

Vossloh 336 Fastening on Metro Lines in India
The indirect Pandrol double-resilient Vipa-Type DRS Base-Plate assembly with Pandrol
“e”-Series clock-wise bended ERC (Elastic Rail Clip) one can find on following Indian Metro
Rail:
DELHI, CHENNAI, MUMBAI, KOLKATA new, NAGPUR and PUNE:

Pandrol DRS Double resilient Base-Plate
Series Fastening on Chennai Metro
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Pandrol clock-wise bended “e”
ERC

Preparing Plinth Track with Vossloh
336 Type Ribbed Base Plates,
Bangalore Metro

Vipa DRS Base-plate fastening we find worldwide on the metros Bangkok, Chennai, Delhi,
Dubai, Hongkong, Istanbul, Kolkata, Kuala Lumpur, Sao Paulo, Seoul und Singapore.
On the elevated Rheda-2000-type NBT track of the Delhi Airport Metro Express
(“DAMEL”) Line the direct Vossloh 300 type fastening with the SKl 15 tension clamp
had been installed. The “DAMEL” track is in India the only Rheda 2000 Metro Track on
elevated structure monolytically bounded with concrete trajectory-segments elements.

Delhi Airport Metro
Express, DAMEL

Under 130 kmph operation due to resonance and vibration phenomenon’s SKl 15 clamps
have cracked. The scheduled metro-train speed had to be reduced from the original
design speed of 130 kmph to less than 80 kmph. The dependence on the speed of train
operation of the in-service failure of the tension clamp on the speed strongly suggests
that this is a frequency and resonance phenomenon of trajectory, track and rails.

SKl 15 direct
Fastening on
elevated Rheda
2000 BLT Track of
Delhi Airport
Express Metro
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An Indian expert mentioned: “The failure mechanism of the DAMEL SKl 15 rail
fastenings is confirmed as fatigue as a result of the tension clamps being deflected
beyond their limit through vibration of the rail/track structure.
The failure mode is not an isolated case; there are similar widely reported failures with the
same fastening system in Korea. The Media in Korea are already linking the failures in
Korea with DAMEL and although not substantiated are also referring to similar issues in
Germany and China”.
The author discussed the Dilemma with the failure of the installed tension clamps in
September 2017 on an ÖVB seminar at the Graz Technical University, Austria with Prof.
Klaus Rießberger, formerly Technical University of Graz, Austria. He suggested to change
the spatial bend of the SKl 15 for a higher natural frequency and to modify the support
points of the SKl.
According the author`s opinion the ratio of wheel-base of the rolling stocks,
sleeper distances and rain speed contribute to the resonance phenomena. One should
expect, that a rail fastening will perform well also on special cases of track structures and
rolling stocks existing for example on the Delhi Airport Express Metro Line. On the DAMEL
line this is not the case.
According Vossloh, the prevailing conditions of the elevated monolithic Rheda 2000 Delhi
“DAMEL” track are very „special “ and have to be regarded as a „Special Case “ not to
be comparable with other tracks, where the 300 system had been successfully installed
and performs well.
Together with TU Munich and other Institutes Vossloh developed the new SKl 15 HF:

New Spatial Bend of Vossloh SKl 15 HF Tension Clamp for Non-Ballasted Track
(NBT); see also Page 36
For Non-Ballasted INR Tracks, BLT, in Tunnels of Konkan Railway and in the Pir Panjal
Tunnel of the USBRL Kashmir Link project, the direct Vossloh 300-1 U fastening system
with SKL tension clamps have come to India. The assembly is hold by screw bolts with
dowels in the Rheda 2000 concrete sleepers. When fastening and tightening the nut or
screw-bolt, the SKL clamp gets deflected and thus generated the clamping force. The
vertical height can be adjusted with intermediate plates/shims; the lateral adjustment can
be performed with the angled-guide plates; see ANNEXURE:
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Assembly Scheme of Vossloh 300-1 U direct Fastening with SKL 15 Tension
Clamp for Rheda 2000 NBT

Preparing Rheda 2000 BLT Track in T 80 Tunnel (USBRL Project UdhampurKatra, India) with Vossloh 300-1-U direct Fastening with SKL 15 Tension Clamp

Bi-Block M-55 non-prestressed Concrete Sleeper for Rheda 2000 BLT with
Dowel Holes for Vossloh 300-1 U direct Fastening for Tunnel T 80 of USBRL
Kashmir Rail Link; India
In the Katra-Banihal Kashmir Line Project Rahee Infratech. Ltd., the Track contractor, is
installing Pandrol booted block system with SKL clamps (used in Spain) on track, which
have their origin from STEDEF; see also page 26:
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Booted Block System STEDEF/PANDROL; Pict. courtesy Patil Group, India

The first Base-Plate Fastening on Non-Ballasted Track for Kolkata
Metro; from Naresh Lalwani and Pradeep Kumar Garg, National Technical Seminar of
IPWE, Jan. 11-12th, 2013, Chennai.

The first non-ballasted track in India was laid on Kolkata Metro in 1984. Out of three
experimental designs, only M1-A design was used on most of the locations due to its
better performance. This is a base plated system for Mark III ERCs, and the salient
features are:
 Rails are fastened to cast iron bearing plates by Mark III ERCs.
 There is a 6 mm thick grooved rubber pad between the rail and the cast iron
bearing plate.
 Second layer of resilient pad consists of a 12 mm thick specially designed grooved
rubber pad below the bearing plate.
 Below this, packing steel sheets of appropriate thickness may be inserted to obtain
levels accurately.
 The bearing plate and the 12 mm thick grooved rubber pad together with steel
packing sheet, if any, are fastened to the concrete bed through specially designed
anchor studs. These anchor studs are made of alloy steel.
 The anchor studs are fixed into high-density polyethylene inserts, which are fixed in
the holes provided in second pour concrete.
 For fixing these inserts, epoxy resin mortar of suitable composition is poured in the
holes. Nylon ferrule around the anchor studs is provided to insulate the same from
the bearing plate.
 Electrical insulation is achieved by the use of grooved rubber pads and nylon
ferrules.
 Specially designed triple coil spring and washers were used at the top ends of the
anchor studs, to ensure that the fastening units do not become loose in service.
 No adjustment of gauge or alignment is possible in such a type of assembly. The
levels may be, slightly adjusted by inserting steel packing sheets below the 12 mm
thick grooved rubber pads.
 The top surface of the second pour concrete bed is longitudinally and transversely
sloped in such a manner that any water falling on it can be drained out to a central
drain provided along the length of the track. These drains ultimately discharge the
water in sumps placed at different locations.
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The major problems faced in the maintenance of M1-A BLT are as below:
 The concrete bed got separated from the tunnel base leading to longitudinal cracks
and water percolation in the gap.
 Due to bottom up approach of construction, track geometry achieved was lacking
the requisite tolerances desired for BLT.
 The construction methodology was later modified to Top Down Approach so as to
achieve better track geometry.

Base Plate for Mark III Clips on Kolkata Non-Ballasted Track of Kolkata Metro;
1984

Bolted or screwed threaded Clamp Systems, Type “A”, dominate
worldwide on High-Speed Lines
On high-speed tracks, ballasted or ballast-less, the Vossloh 300 type SKl, the French Nabla
and the Japanese Shinkansen Spring Leaf 102 bolted or screwed clamp systems of Type
A dominate over the Pandrol self-tensioning Pandrol Clips and Fast-Clips of Type B. The
following table informs about countries with high-speed rail and their fastenings:

Country
China

Spain, AVEA
Japan
France
Germany
Russia
South Korea

Table of Global High-Speed Lines
Length [km]
Rail Fastening Systems
37.000

Direct and indirect SKl Fixations:
Vossloh 300 System, WJ-8 (direct)
and WJ-7 (indirect with Base Plate)
75.000 km envisaged until 2035
3.300
SKl; Madrid-A - Coruna GaliciaHigh-Speed BLT: Pandrol Vipa FastClip
3.000
Shinkansen Steel Spring Leaf
2.700
Nabla, Pandrol Fast-Clip (300 km)
1.600
SKl
1.390
RN-Type Spring Leaf and KPO
Pandrol “e” and Fast-Clip
900
50

Italy
USA, ACELA
Turkey
Medina-Mecca, Saudi
Taiwan
Belgium
Morocco
UK , HS 1
Netherlands, HSL ZUID
Austria, Wien-St.Pölten

920
735
600
453
345
257
200
102
100
60

SKl
Pandrol “e” and Fast Clip
SKl
SKl
Shinkansen Spring Leaf 102,
Pandrol “e” and SKl
Pandrol “e”
Nabla
Pandrol “e” and Fast-Clip
SKl
SKl

HS Slab Track in China with WJ 8 SKl Fastening

Madrid-Coruna Galicia HS precast/preassembled Slab-Panel Track with
adjustable Pandrol Fast-Clip Base-Plates
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Vossloh SKl 15 Fastening on Rheda 2000 HS Track Siegburg-Frankfurt Airport,
Germany

Rheda 2000 Track under Construction,
Siegburg-Frankfurt-Airport; Pict. by F.A.
Wingler

French Nabla Fastening
Arrangement for HS
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Vossloh SKL 14 Fastening on Haramain Medina-Mecca HS Ballasted Track,
Saudi Arabia

TGV World Speed Record on 300 km LGV Est, France, HS Line with Pandrol Fast
Clip; Pict.: www.Eeirorail. Hobbis.com. NSCF
In 1999, the French Infrastructure owner RFF received permission to construct the new
High Speed 300 km line running from Vaires, on the Eastern suburbs of Paris to
Baudrecourt near Metz and Nancy.
The ambitious project involved laying new lines so that the high-spec French TGV trains
could achieve their maximum speed – something they were unable to do on existing
mainline tracks. The aim was to drastically reduce journey times, for example halving the
Paris to Reims time from 1 h 33 minutes to 45 minutes.
Pandrol’s Fast-Clip system was chosen for the full length of the new 300 km LGV Est from
Vaires, on the Eastern suburbs of Paris, to Baudrecourt near Metz and Nancy because its
innovative design and slight elasticity ensures perfect contact between rail and sleepers.
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The use of Fast-Clip means that coupling torque can be regularly inspected by video,
cutting the costs of maintenance in the long term without additional risk.
A TGV train on the LGV-Est was able to smash the world speed record for a train on
conventional rails. On 03th April 2007, during the commissioning of the route between
Paris and Strasbourg, the V150 train-set clocked a top speed of 575 kmph (357 mph).

ACELA, Washington, D.C.–New York City–Boston Amtrak HS on Fast-Clip Track,
USA; Pict. by R. Rendon

Precast Slab-Panel Track of Taiwan HS Line with Japanese Spring-Steel Leaf
Fastening 102; Source: C. Esveld

Japanese Spring Steel Leaf
Fastening, Type 102
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Self-tensioning driven Elastic Clip Systems of wider Deflection
Ranges for Heavy Haul
Deenik Clip
The Deenik Fastening, patented in 1954 by the Dutch Railway-engineer Johan Frederik
Deenik, allows a balanced distribution of stresses throughout the clip. As a result, the clip
has more elasticity, increased fatigue resistance, longer life and an increased ability to
absorb deformations during installation and throughout its life. The system is anti-vandal,
cannot get loosened or pulled out by vibration, and it needs a special hand-tool to install
and to remove it. The clip can be used with a cast iron shoulder insert as well as with
ribbed base-plates in which the heel is pushed in. It is known for its superior maintenance
of track gauge under extremely high temperatures and on tracks with tight curvatures; f.e.
in Brazil on the Heavy Haul Vitoria-Minas Railroad, EFVM; see Fig. below.
The Deenik-Style fastenings are widely used in Latin South America, especially on heavy
haul lines in Brazil. The clip is produced with round or square steel bars; material is
60Si2MnA, 55Si7 or equivalent. The Indian start-up company Royal Infrastructru Ltd.,
Kolkata, has Deenik Clips in its portfolio:

Deenik Clip

MG Heavy Haul Vitoria Minas Railway with Deenik Clip Fastening; Pict. by Denis
Rizzoli
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Deenik Clip on Ribbed Base Plate for Wooden Sleepers, MG Ferrovia Centro
Atlantica, Brazil

Deenik Clip Arrangement on Ribbed Base-Plate

Deenik Style Ukraine Clip Fastening KPP-5/Vossloh SB 4 VK
Fastening

Assembly of KPP-5 elastic Clip Fastening
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The standard Ukraine fastening with the Deenik Clip features includes:
1. The Insert Anchor AZ-2 is intended for a reliable coupling of contact into the
fastening, to ensure a fixed position and to prevent transversal shift of the rail. The
insert anchor is made by casting from highly sturdy cast iron types FGS 400-15 or FGS
500-7. Embedded into a concrete sleeper, the average service life of the insert anchor
is 2000 x 106 t of passed cargo.
2. The Tension Clip KP-5.2 is intended to ensure resilient coupling of rail types R65,
UIC60 and R50 in separated rail fastenings on concrete sleepers. It is produced of high
carbonated steel. The stiffness of the contact is not less than 1.4 kN/mm. The two legs
are fixated from outside to the insert-anchor; the heel is pressing against the insulating
insert. The Clamping Force, at which the resilient insert is pressed against the contact,
is not less than 12.6 kN. The average service life of the resilient contacts is not less
than 800 x 106 t of passed cargo.
3. The Electric Insulation Insert VEP 65.11 is intended to provide electrical insulation
of embedded parts into concrete sleepers with rail types R65, UIC60 and R50. It is
produced from thermoplastic (polyamide). The electrical resistance of an insert is not
less than 4 x 104 Ohm. The wear resistance is not less than 800 x 106 of passed cargo.
4. The Under-Rail Pad PRP 3.2 and PRP 2.11 are intended to provide electrical
insulation between the rail base types R65, UIC60 and R50 and the concrete sleeper,
which reduces the dynamic factors of the rolling stock. It is produced from
thermoplastic. The static stiffness under pressure is not less than 50-100 kN/mm.
Balanced force which the pad withstands during vertical load is not less than 15 kN.
Resource operability is at least 800 x 106 t of passed cargo.
The KPP-5 Clip is clipped-on and-off with a special lever hand tool:

Hand-Tool for Assembling KP 5.2 Clip
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This Deenik Style self-tensioning Clip is manufactured by Vossloh as SB 4 VK. 8000 km
railtrack in Poland are equipped with this clip.

Vossloh Self-tensioning SB 4 VK Fastening

McKay/Amsted RPS Safelok System
The Amsted Clip from Rail Product Solutions INC, (RPS), USA, patented in 1979, is a rail
fastener with characteristics of the Deenik Clip and of high performance fixation. It is
similar to the McKay Safelok Fastening 881 of Ralph McKay Ltd., Australia. The diagramme
below shows the clamping force versus deflection curve of the U 2000 Clip from Unit Rail
(a Division of Amsted Rail Company,) as a representative for the Amsted RPS Clip, which
shows that there is further margin of deflection as a safety measure. Like Pandrol PR or
”e” Series Clips, it is a driven self-tensioning system with a high clamping force (downhold force). For assembling, the clip is pushed right angled to the rail with its both cliptoes over the slope of the insert by a specific tool. The Amsted RPS clip has a large
deflection and working range of up to 20 mm. At a deflection of 20 mm a Rail Seat
Clamping Force of 5500 pound force, which equals 25 kN, is reached. It has a wide
bearing area at the insulating liner, which helps to extend the life of this component. It
has also some degree of longitudinal elasticity considered advantageous on heavy haul
operation. On North American rail-roads, where it is extensively used, the system has a
life almost equal to the life of the rail. Progress Rail, a Caterpillar company, acquired Rail
Product Solutions, RPS, formerly part of Amsted Rail, in 2016 to capture best-inclass, high-performance fasteners for freight and transit rail customers; see J.S. Mundrey:
R ailw ay Track Engineering, Fifth Edition, page, 180-182, McGraw Hill Education (India)
Private Limited, Chennai, 2017, ISBN (13): 978-93-5260-648-1; (10): 93-5260-648-5:

Self-tensioning Amsted RPS Rail Fastening
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Rail Seat Clamping Force-Deflection Diagram for U 2000 Clip Calibration by Air
Boss Railway Products, Inc.
Note: 1000 lbF, pound-force, or 1 kip, equal a force of 4.44 kN; say: 4.5 kN [“kilo
Newton”].
This U 2000 Clip Clamping Force versus Deflection behavior is typical for the “Deenik Style”
or “Safe-Lok Style” Clips of wider deflection range, which goes in line with the
measurements of Prof. Josef Eisenmann of the Technical University of Munich, Germany,
from 1979, of the R. McKay Safelok, Australia, Clip (Research Report 881, “Testing of the
McKay Safelok Fastening System)”:
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Dimensions of McKay Safelok self-tensioning Clip

Pandrol Safelok I and III
Safelok I is a heavy-haul fastening system similar to the RPS fastening. Safelok I had
been acquired by Pandrol in the late 1980’s when Pandrol acquired the railroad division
assets of the Ralph McKay Company. It provides a positive and long-lasting rail alignment
on concrete ties under the most severe operating conditions. The result is reduced track
maintenance and extended track life. The wide double-leg design of the cast-in-shoulder
reduces stresses within the concrete tie, while at the same time providing high pull-out
resistance. Gauge-holding qualities are excellent under the harshest conditions.
Installation is quick and easy using either hand tools or automated equipment.
Maintenance removal and refitting is easily done with hand tools:

Assembly with PANDROL Safelok I Clip
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Heavy Haul Burlington Northern Santa Fe, BNSF, Rail Track with Safelok I
Fastening, USA
Safelok III of Pandrol USA, introduced in 2000, builds upon its predecessors by meeting
the need for fast, efficient track installation and reduced maintenance. All components are
captive on the concrete sleeper when delivered to site. The Safelok III system is preassembled at the concrete sleeper manufacturing plant. In this system, the pad, the side
post insulators, the spring clip and the clip insulator are all captive.
Captive systems allow for more secure transportation to site and facilitate greater
efficiency in either manual or automated track installation. Safelok III with its captive
insulation cup on both toes provides an increase clamping force compared to all of its
predecessors and the same captive capability of the Fast-Clip, but with the use of a flat
bar instead of a round bar.
The system exceeds the standards and requirements established by the world’s major
railroads and provides for optimal performance over a wide range of operating conditions.
All components remain on the track during rail change-out or de-stressing. Safelok III
provides exceptional gauge retention and outstanding durability with a Clamping Force of
13 kN:

Assembly with PANDROL Safelok III Clip
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Safelok-Style Clips from Progress Rail
Progress Rail, USA, has in its portfolio two modified Safelok-Style clips of the SL-Series
with the capacity to absorb high vertical oscillations:

PROGRESS RAIL
SL Series Classic 2000

PROGRESS RAIL “Long Reach”
SL-Series 6030 Fastener

Safelok I Style Long Reach Nortrak Clip from Voestalpine, USA
Nortrak NT2060 Safelok I is a clip in the portfolio from Voestalpine Railway Systems
Nortrak, USA, (a wholly owned subsidiary of Voestalpine Railway Systems GmbH of Austria,
which falls under the Metal Engineering Division) compatible with all other Safelok I clip
designs. It has the features of and is compatible with the Long Reach Safelok-1 Clip
manufactured by the original Safelok-1, System 881, creator Ralph McKay Industries,
McKay Wharngarei, Australia. It comes with a special Heavy Duty Insulator and a Heavy
Duty 2-Part Pad Assembly. Kershaw provides a special Clipping Machine for Safelok Style
Clips:

Clipping Machine for Safelok Clips
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“The clip has an extended reach onto the rail base for added clam ping force and
im proved fatigue life”, an Nortrak official said:

Heavy Duty
Nortrak Safelok Insulator
Nortrak NT2060 Safelok
The company also offers a complete range of insulators and rail pads for Safelok I, E-clip
and Nabla systems manufactured at its Decatur, Illinois, facility.
For passenger-rail customers, Nortrak has introduced a broad range of bonded and
nonbonded direct-fixation fasteners (DFF), including standard, medium and highattenuation versions for special track-work applications to reduce the impacts of groundborne noise and vibration.
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ANNEXURES
1. The “Cologne Egg”
The so-called “COLOGNE EGG”, a ground borne noise and vibration damping base-plate
developed in the 1978-ties by Hans Braitsch and Hernman Ortwein to mitigate the sound
of the new Cologne Underground running close to the treasure chamber of Cologne
Cathedral. It consists of two metal parts, the ribbed plate and the frame, which are
connected to one another by vulcanization based on Natural Rubber Elastomer by the
Colognes Rubber Company CLOUTH. Due to its strength, durability, corrosion resistance
and economy, ductile iron was chosen as the most suitable material for all metal
components. Due to the good spring properties, the long service life and the optimal ratio
of static to dynamic stiffness, an NR-based mixture is used.
The rail is attached to the rib plate. The frame is fastened with anchor bolts through
certain applications to the sleeper or slab track, that sit on the outside of the frame. The
rib plate is supported by the vulcanized elastomer ring, which on the other hand is
supported on the frame. This arrangement causes vertical forces to be divided into thrustpressure components. This results in the excellent acoustic effectiveness of the Cologne
Egg. So that there is no hard impact here, the ribbed plate has a vulcanized elastomer
profile on the underside. This maintains horizontal stability - a considerable gain in safety,
especially in the arches. The elastomer ring that connects the frame and the ribbed plate
not only dampens the vibrations, but also provides excellent electrical insulation. By
adjusting the elastomer hardness, the vertical stiffness can be adapted to customer
requirements.
The Cologne Egg usually comes with two mounts placed diagonally. Because the anchor
bolts are on the outside of the frame, a non-positive connection can be established
between the subsurface and the rail bearing. This means that the anchor bolts are only
subjected to tension. This is not the case with many other clamps:

„Cologne Egg“ with Ribbed-Plate SKl-Tension Clamp Fastening
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The vibration-damping rail fastening is nowadays manufactured by DELKOR, Australia,
and used worldwide, for example in Marseille , Washington , Boston , Sydney and London.
In the inventor city of Cologne, around 14,000 copies of the Cologne's Egg are on the rail
network.

2. VOSSLOH in India
With a total of around 1.3 billion inhabitants, the south Asian country is the world’s second
most populated country after China. The rail network, measuring around 64,000
kilometres in length, handles nearly 30% of freight and 15% of passenger transport.
Vossloh has already been represented at various locations in India – Bangalore, Bhilai,
Hyderabad, New Delhi and Secunderabad – for many years and is thus an established
entity in this region. The infrastructure business will continue to be driven by raw material
transportation and the increasing urbanisation of this aspiring emerging nation. Vossloh
fitted the Delhi underground with 342 switches as well as track fasteners. Even
though the city counts more than 10 million inhabitants, its first underground train system
was only built in 2002. Thanks to a major expansion drive completed in connection with
the Commonwealth Games, the network had already grown to a length of more than 181
kilometres by 2011 and up to now of over 350 km:

Delhi Metro Rail elevated BLT Plinth Track with Vossloh Type 336 Ribbed BasePlate SKl Fastenings

3. RECTIFICATION OF UP-HEAVED PORTION OF BALLAST-LESS
TRACK (RHEDA 2000 - VOSSLOH 300-1U SYSTEM) LAID IN
TUNNEL T-25 ON UDHAMPUR-KATRA SECTION, UNDER RUNNING
TRAFFIC CONDITIONS, BY EMPLOYING AN INNOVATIVE NONDESTRUCTIVE METHOD USING SPECIALLY DESIGNED VOSSLOH
300-1U FITTINGS
By SANDEEP GUPTA Chief Engineer, South USBRL;
SUMEET KHAJURIA Deputy Chief Engineer Sangaldan;
ANIRUDH BANSAL Executive Engineer; Katra;
Him Prabhat, Issue XII, USBRL Technical News Magazine, August 2019, Northern
Railway;India
1. PREFACE
This paper gives an insight into the unique and innovative work of rectification done to
solve the longstanding problem of an upheaval existing in ballastless track (RHEDA 200065

VOSSLOH 300-1U system) laid in Tunnel No. T-25 located between Udhampur and Katra
section of USBRL Project. This rectification work was unique in nature for the reason,
being the first of its kind executed in a ballast-less track under operation on Indian
Railways, which has not yet been done anywhere so far. The rectification work involved
flattening of up-heaved portion of BLT by introduction of a properly designed vertical
curve of 1 in 4000 radius in the track structure without any destruction to the permanent
concrete structure. For providing a vertical curve of 1 in 4000 radius in track structure,
special fittings from VOSSLOH 300-1U Germany involving height adjustment steel and
plastic plates , angled guide vanes etc were got designed ,imported and installed in
order to introduce the designed vertical versine under each rail seat. This entailed precise
survey of rail levels, data collation and plotting, design of best fitting vertical curves (Radii
more than 1 in 4000) over the design track length and working out vertical versines for
each rail seat and accordingly design, manufacture and install height and gauge
adjustment plates underneath each rail seat for execution. The entire work was planned
and successfully executed under three traffic blocks of 4 hours duration each, taken for
three (03) days in all.
After installation, fittings were tightened for the design torque 250 N-m to achieve the
designed service track parameters for gauge, cross level, twist, unevenness and
longitudinal rail levels. Speed was relaxed in stages before finally a joint speed trial was
done with open line to check the riding comfort over the rectified track length. No
abnormality was noticed and speed was thus relaxed to sectional speed of 80 kmph on
05.04.2019.
2. ORIGIN OF PROBLEM
2.1 Tunnel T25 is a 2.5 km Length tunnel, constructed in the year 2005. Ballast-less
Track (RHEDA 2000 - VOSSLOH 300-1U system) designed by R AI LONE Germany was laid
inside tunnel in the year 2012- 2013. This tunnel, located between Udhampur to Katra,
was thrown open to passenger traffic in July’ 2014, as a part of railway line opened
between Udhampur to Katra.
2.2 In Feb. 2015, an unusual phenomenon of upheaval of ballast-less track occurred
between Ch. 66.00- Ch. 66.01 inside T25 during ongoing grouting work in the tunnel for
tunnel strengthening and seepage rectification.
2.3 Grouting operation was immediately stopped and relief holes were drilled inside
drains so as to dissipate the locked up pore water pressure in clayey substratum, if any,
formed during grouting. As a safety measure, a speed restriction of 20 kmph was
immediately imposed over the affected length to ensure safe running of trains.
2.4 It was observed that due to locked up uplift pressures, an upheaval of 95 mm
occurred in the permanent structure (BLT) evenly spread over 13.3 m length of the
ballast-less track. As a result of this up-liftment, track parameters (gauge, cross levels,
longitudinal level, twist and gradient) were checked and found distorted of its service
limits.
2.4 Speed restriction of 20 kmph continued till a permanent solution to the problem was
found and implemented. However to monitor any further deterioration in the track
parameters due to running of trains, measurement of track parameters was regularly done
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for 3 years and recorded to notice residual active movements if any. It was observed that
the hump had steadied with no movements noticed at any stage post occurrence in 2015.
2. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM
3.1 To address the problem, rounds of discussions were held with the available
engineering experts in the field of BLT design for arriving at a practical solution for repair
of the hump. Two options to address the problem were zeroed in on:
a) Option 1: Destructive method: Dismantling of the 13.3 m upheaved track structure
and re-casting with in-situ concrete. This involved a block period of 21 days i.e. stoppage
of all traffic between Udhampur Katra for three weeks.
b) Option 2: Non-Destructive method: Introduction of a properly designed vertical curve
of 1 in 4000 through installation of specially designed modified Vossloh fittings for each
sleeper for the length of the design curve. This involved its execution under 5-6 blocks of
4-5 hrs each.
3.2 Option (2) was considered as practical and workable solution keeping in view that the
work was to be executed under running traffic conditions.
3. DESIGN AND PLANNING
4.1 As per the maintenance manual for RHEDA 2000 slab track system, lateral
adjustments up to +/-8 mm per each fastening and height adjustments up to -4 mm/+56
mm can be made up with variable Vossloh 3001-U fittings. As this rectification work
involved upheaval adjustments greater than the prescribed limits, RAILONE Germany
being original system provider for RHEDA 2000 BLT, was engaged for seeking
design of vertical curve (1 in 4000) with special modified fittings.
4.2 Precise survey, data collection using digital autolevel and total station was done for
left hand and right hand rails and survey data was plotted for profile sketch (Exhibit: 1).
4.3 Based on the design, three vertical curves having radii greater than 1 in 4000 were
designed for smoothening of up-heaved portion thus entailing atotal track length of 100 m
(166 sleepers); Exhibit 2
4.4 Shimming pattern was calculated under each rail seat for the designed vertical curves.
For manufacturing, specially designed height adjustment plates of steel plates (Ap 20s) of
thickness 20mm, plastic height regulation plates (Ap 20u) of 6mm and 10mm, rail pads
(Zw692) varying 2mm to 12 mm were designed. Gauge adjustment was done through
angle Guide Plates (Wfp 15U) of varying width. Dowel Screw (Ss 36) length of increased
length were designed and manufactured to cater increased height adjustments. (Exhibit:
3).
4.5 Detailed shimming and regulation sheet was prepared for various track components
for the designed track length.
4.6 After finalization of the shimming list and regulation sheet, manufacturing of these
modified fittings was done in Germany, China and India, before they were finally imported
to India and transported to site of the work.
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4. TEAM MOCK UP AND WORK EXECUTION
5.1 Fittings designed as per regulation sheet were enumerated assembled and
synchronized as per the sleeper no. and were placed on both sides of the sleepers.
5.2 A mock up trail for replacement of 5-6 fittings with modified ones was carried out on
17.01.19 under traffic block so as to determine its fitment at site. (Exhibit:4).
5.3 Execution of replacement work was planned to be done under a traffic block of four
hours (12.00 am to 4.00 am) taken for 3 days each w.e.f 20.01.19 to 22.01.19.
5.4 Sleeper screws were opened using spanners and Rails were lifted using manual jacks.
Rail seat was cleaned, already installed fittings were taken out and modified fittings were
seated under each rail seat as per the shimming and regulation sheet. The work was
completed in two days and then sleeper screws were tightened using torque wrench of
design torque to maintain track parameters. Track parameters (gauge, cross levels,
longitudinal rail levels etc.) were measured and found within prescribed service limits. The
entire work was done in the presence of open line (Exhibit: 5).
5.5 Track profile plotted pre and post rectification work is placed at Exhibit: 6.
5.6 Speed relaxation was carried out in stages of 30 kmph and 45 kmph before a final
joint speed trail was done in conjunction with open line to relax the speed restriction to
sectional speed of 80 kmph. The joint speed trail done was successful and no abnormality
was noticed.
5. CONCLUSION
As Indian Railways is rapidly moving from ballasted to slab track system, this kind of nondestructive rectification work done has added a new dimension towards the
maintenance and repair work of BLT, which can be done under running traffic conditions
for such peculiar problems.
Exhibit 1: Up-heaved Profile of left- and right-Hand Rail
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Exhibit 2: Design Curve

Exhibit 3: Modified Vossloh Repair Fitting 300-1-UV

Exhibit 4: Mock-Up Trial
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Exhibit 5: Work Execution under Traffic Block

Exhibit 6: Track Profile, pre- and post-Rectification
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4. Design and Performance of Elastic Fastening System Assemblies
and Measurement of Rail Seat Pressure Distribution for Concrete
Sleepers for Heavy-Haul Service
From:
Mauricio J. Gutierrez Romero, J. Riley Edwards, Christopher P.L. Barkan, Brent Wilson*
and Jose Mediavilla** Advancements in Fastening System Design for North
American Concrete Crossties in Heavy-Haul Service, AREMA 2010 Annual

Conference & Exposition

Typical elastic fastening systems designed for heavy-haul service can be classified by how
they develop their clamping force at the base of the rail. Clamping forces can be
developed by either bolting or screwing an elastic clip into a cast-in shoulder. Alternatively,
a clip can be driven into a cast-in shoulder, which forces the clip to hold the base of rail
with the prescribed clamping force. We will refer to these two system as “bolt or screwed
clamp systems” and “driven clip systems”.
In bolted or screwed clamp systems, the clamp is anchored by a bolt or screw which
is threaded into an insert that is cast into the concrete. Bolted or screwed cllamp systems
generally have the advantage of allowing field adjustment of clamping forces. Additionally,
many designs allow for efficient replacement of components in the field (e.g. cllammps,
bolts, and/or screws). With some bolted clamp systems, it is possible to vary rail height in
order to maintain proper track geometry.
A disadvantage for some bolted or screwed clamp systems is that their installation tends
to be operator sensitive, thus it is difficult to achieve a consistent clamping force at every
rail seat without the use of specialized tools or machinery . In some bolted or screwed
clamp systems, it is important to identify whether the movable portion of the clamp is
fixed onto the bolt or screw. If it is, the movable portion of the clamp tends to loosen the
bolt or screw and the fastening system will need to be inspected to ensure there is no loss
of torque.
Driven clip systems generally include a cast-in steel shoulder(or anchor) and a clip,
which is driven into the shoulder to achieve the required clamping force by deflection of
the clip. These systems tend to be less operator-sensitive since their correct installation
can be confirmed by visual inspection.
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Captive driven clip systems, which are fully assembled with the sleeper at the sleeper
manufacturing plant, are generally less labor-intensive to install and remove. One possible
disadvantage of driven clip systems is the inability to make adjustments in the field to vary
the clamping force.
Pandrol has performed several design modifications to their heavy-haul fastening systems
throughout the years. The “PR” series fastening system, introduced in 1974, was one of
the first driven clip systems used in concrete sleepers and is still in use today. The PR
fastening system provides high fatigue limit components with lower clamping force
compared to many newer fastening systems. After the PR system, Pandrol introduced the
“e” series clips in 1986. The e-clips were the next design advancement as they offered a
higher clamping force and a lower cost through the use more efficient clip geometry.
“Safelok” I fasteners were acquired by Pandrol in the late 1980’s when Pandrol acquired
the railroad division assets of the McKay Company. Pandrol developed the “Fast Clip” in
1992. Pandrol Fast-Clip is a fully captive system which was developed to reduce
installation and maintenance costs. Pandrol’s Fast-Clip provides a high clamping force and
can be used in passenger or heavy-haul freight service. Pandrol has also developed a
fastener known as the “Safelok III”. The Safelok III system is pre-assembled at the
concrete sleeper manufacturing plant.
In this system, the pad, the side post insulators, the spring clip and the clip insulator are
all captive. Captive systems allow for more secure transportation to site and facilitate
greater efficiency in either manual or automated track installation. Safelok III provides an
increase clamping force compared to all of its predecessors and the same captive
capability of the Fast-Clip, but with the use of a flat bar instead of a round bar.
Unit Rail continues to develop the U2000 spring clip from a piece-meal elastic fastener clip
into a fully captive elastic fastening system for all concrete tie applications. This clip is
referred to as the “One-Unit” captive fastener. A new spring clip called the U6030, with
more metal and a larger clamping force than the U2000, is also being developed. For this
type of fastening system, the greatest bending moment occurs at the rear of the clips –
away from the base of rail. The new clip U6030 has more metal in this region, and the
extra steel reduces the stress level per unit area. In addition, the rear of the clip is the
location where the clip fitting forces are applied, thus the likelihood of clip damage during
fitting due to excessive forces is greatly reduced.
Vossloh has also worked to modify their fastening system designs. The “W HH” is a
captive fastening system assembly for heavy-haul service and the “SKl” is the type of
spring clamp used for that particular fastening system assembly. The SKl 1 was developed
in the 1960’s and was superseded by the SKl 14 in the 1990’s. The SKl 14 has a longer
middle bend, which works as an anti-rollover device for the rail and has a higher fatigue
limit than the original SKl 1. The SKl 14R is a variation of the SKl 14 with a thicker
diameter and allows for a higher clamping force on the base of rail.
With the development of the SKl 30 it was possible to further increase the fatigue limit and
keep the toe load at a high level.
Unit Rail continues to develop the U2000 spring clip from a piece-meal elastic fastener clip
into a fully captive elastic fastening system for all concrete sleeper applications. This clip is
referred to as the “One-Unit” captive fastener. A new spring clip called the U6030, with
more metal and a larger clamping force than the U2000, is currently being developed. For
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this type of fastening system, the greatest bending moment occurs at the rear of the clips
– away from the base of rail.
The new clip U6030 has more metal in this region, and the extra steel reduces the stress
level per unit area. In addition, the rear of the clip is the location where the clip fitting
forces are applied, thus the likelihood of clip damage during fitting due to excessive forces
is greatly reduced.
Due to the rigid structure of S.T., a dominant requirement for all systems is an elastic rail
fastening. The deflection under a 20 tonnes axle load should be similar to that of a
conventional ballasted track. Long-term experiences on the latter demonstrate that the
load distributing effect of the rail can be optimised by a rail deflection of about 1.5 to 2.0
mm. The standard fastening system 300 of DB AG for ballast-less track ensures this
deflection behaviour by a resilient base plate pad with a spring coefficient of 22.5 ± 2.5
[kN/mm]. The longitudinal creep resistance of the rail in one fastening system must
exceed 7 kN to prevent excessive gap widening of the continuously welded rail in case of a
rail fracture in winter.
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